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Neoliberalism--the doctrine that market exchange is an ethic in itself, capable of acting as a
guide for all human action--has become dominant in both thought and practice throughout much
of the world since 1970 or so. Writing for a wide audience, David Harvey, author of The New
Imperialism and The Condition of Postmodernity, here tells the political-economic story of where
neoliberalization came from and how it proliferated on the world stage. Through critical
engagement with this history, he constructs a framework, not only for analyzing the political and
economic dangers that now surround us, but also for assessing the prospects for the more
socially just alternatives being advocated by many oppositional movements.

"The most accessible and succinct overview of neoliberalism as an ideology and economic
practice yet written. It lays out the origins of the idea, the devastating impact it has had on labor
in both the advanced and developing world, and how it deepened crisis tendencies within the
system...Harvey has done the left a great service in laying out a clear, concise, and provocative
history of neoliberalism, one that can help educate a new generation of radicals and
revolutionaries."--International Socialist Review"Harvey's book is deeply insightful, rewarding
and stimulating. His history of neoliberalism may indeed be brief, but the richness and profundity
of this volume is without question."--Michael J. Thompson, democratiya"Presents a concise but
extremely well-documented economic history of the last three decades, encompassing not only
the usual G-7 countries but the entire world, with a particular emphasis on the US and capitalist
China."-- Brian Holmes, Interactivist Info Exchange"David Harvey has done it again. He has
provided us with the most lively, readable, comprehensive, and critical guide to what might be
called 'the condition of neoliberalism', uncovering its origins, tracing its spread around the globe,
and exposing its devastating effects on the vast majority of people everywhere."--Leo Panitch,
Canada Research Chair in Comparative Political Economy, York University, Toronto"With
characteristic brilliance, David Harvey offers a razor-sharp analysis of the history and current
condition of neoliberalism. In an intellectually extraordinary tour de force, he dissects the
contradictions between the freedoms offered by neoliberalism and the liberties desired by the
people. This book convincingly demonstrates how neoliberalism restores class power, flirts
openly with authoritarianism, and undermines democratic impulses. With democracy under
siege, freedom's prospect resides squarely in the struggle for new political governance. A must
read if you want to know the state we are in and how to change it."--Erik Swyngedouw, Professor
of Geography, University of Oxford"This book compellingly challenges arguments praising the
supposed advantages of neoliberalism. This is particularly important when the claim that there is
no alternative to neoliberal restructing has been largely accepted... Harvey 's assessment of the
shortcomings of neoliberalism and the practices used to distract attention from these



shortcomings is indispensable to discussions of neoliberal policies."--Aaron Peron Ogletree, J.D.
The Journal of Buddhist Ethics and The Electronic Journal of Sociology"Leave it to David
Harvey to brilliantly summarize in little more than 200 pages what has taken more than thirty
years to emerge as a political-economic form of governance."--The Professional
Geographer"The many strengths of A Brief History of Neoliberalism cannot be adequately
conveyed in this short space, but include powerful analyses of the devastating impact of neo-
liberalism on the environment and labouring conditions (especially for women), a nuanced
perspective on the external and internal forces compelling states to turn towards neo-liberalism,
and the ways in which Marx's concept of "primitive accumulation" is highly pertinent to the neo-
liberal era of capitalism."--Labour/Le Travail"If you want to sharpen your thinking and
understanding of these questions then I strongly recommend David Harvey's new book. Even if
you disagree with parts of this readable Brief History, your assumptions and analysis will be well
tested, and your arguments improved."--Open DemocracyAbout the AuthorDavid Harvey is
Distinguished Professor of Anthropology at the Graduate Center of the City University of New
York. He formerly held professorial posts at Oxford University and The Johns Hopkins University,
and has written extensively on the political economy of globalization, urbanization, and cultural
change. Oxford University Press published his book 'The New Imperialism' in September 2003
(reissued in paperback February 2005).
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Andrew R. Alton, “Towards a politics of the working class: concerned citizens take note,
worsening economic conditions can be reversed.. David Harvey, distinguished professor of
Anthropology and Geography at City University New York, presents an incisive and highly
readable critique of the doctrine of political economy known as Neoliberalism. Whether or not
you agree with his arguments, the book is a high quality piece of scholarship that is immensely
well researched. Harvey provides in depth citations to check his sources and evaluate the
implications he presents of the supporting material.As the book deals with a subject
fundamental to our material well being in analyzing the impact of political-economy, its
importance cannot be overstated – at the least this work should provide a starting point for those
uninitiated to join the debate and for those critical of social conditions and the reasons given for
these conditions by elites, to further their theoretical understanding and potential for action.In
considering the practical implications of the book, the hope is that a critical engagement and
reading of the media and political policies as elements of neoliberal discourse should assist
citizens to form broad oppositional movements geared to improving social conditions.Harvey
presents not only an outline of neoliberalism as an economic theory, but as having a clearly
identifiable moral argument. It is this moral argument and premise underpinning the validity of
neoliberalism that needs to be disputed.The moral premise that individual effort and merit
determines economic outcomes is highly attractive, but largely false as structural factors are
more relevant to improving social mobility. This position is crucial in supporting neoliberal policy
decisions as elites can point to the sanctity of an individual’s freedom in engaging deregulation
and privatization. Under this ideology, free enterprise and entrepreneurialism form the
cornerstone of democratic freedom.A result of this is to justify increased inequality as a natural
conclusion to fair economic competition, which is in fact quite unfair as elites are free to insulate
themselves from competition. This is made apparent through the persistent bailouts of
institutions suffering losses due to financial speculation and the process of capital accumulation
that continues with the socialization of losses, while profits are privatized. As Harvey argues
convincingly, neoliberalism in practice diverges significantly from theory and betrays its own
moral justification, while also failing to deliver economic security for citizens.Neoliberalism has
become a singular program of capital accumulation for the elites with little concern to grow the
economy, reduce social risk or improve conditions for the general population. Evidence
supporting this view illustrates a pattern of fiscal risks, low growth and more troubling,
authoritarian and military responses to social unrest, which can be examined both domestically
in the U.S. (through incarceration) and abroad in terms of foreign policy influencing NGO’s such
as the IMF and World Bank to support interventions favorable to American investment banks
and corporations eager to increase foreign direct investment.Harvey also presents a global,
comparative analysis of the state of neoliberal political economy that illustrates how the
application of these policies has varied accordingly to unique domestic factors, such as the



degree of embedded liberalism and the strength of labor. He includes North America, Europe
and China, with a focus on Sweden and China as particularly interesting due to a modified
implementation of neoliberal policy. In China this was owed to integrating market-based reform
with the Communist command economy and in the case of Sweden, existing and strong support
for labor-oriented policy dampened the ability for neoliberal reforms to achieve their
aims.Evaluating neoliberalism requires considering whether as a system of political economy, it
has achieved its aims. Arguably, economic policies of deregulation and privatization have lead to
economic growth, yet comparatively, economies avoiding neoliberalism have produced better
growth rates over the long term. So as an engine of growth, the theory fails to deliver. Moreover,
the growth engendered by neoliberalism has been characterized by economic instability and
financial volatility, which is likely due to a reduced role for government regulation and a lack of
countercyclical demand side interventions.Where government intervention does occur, it often
comes in the form of bailouts that socialize the losses of speculation and reckless corporate
practices, while leaving the offending elites free to abscond with the profits. In practice,
neoliberal theory and the regulatory capture defining its political control, supports arguably
criminal financial practices and negligent economic management at the level of the firm and
state.Trickle down supply side arguments have failed to improve economic conditions and social
safety nets have been cut in order to protect the increasingly unstable fiscal position of countries
pursuing neoliberal policies. Countries following a social market based approach have faired
much better in terms of social indicators and this is the major take away from Harvey’s argument
– if we wish to improve conditions, neoliberal policies must be resisted. This argument extends
to both social conditions and economic, and fiscal stability.The socialization of private losses
through bailouts and corporate subsidies present a defining element of the desperation of policy
makers to preserve an illusion of normalcy while inequality and debt due to poor economic
management increase. A more dangerous factor emerges through the neoconservative answer
to social unrest due to poor economic management, which is to criminalize the conditions of
poverty. The U.S. has risen to the forefront of the incarceration enterprise with a world leading
number of inmates per capita (2013). Elites can be regarded as increasingly dangerous due to
their failure to change course and double down on disastrous policies with authoritarian
responses.Make no mistake, the situation is dire and Harvey concludes on a very cautiously
optimistic tone by quoting President Roosevelt, who implicated excessive market freedoms in
causing the Great Depression. Such a contention in the Bush or Obama era political
environment would be seen as exceedingly socialist, and save for left egalitarians like Senator
Bernie Sanders, this position is infrequently articulated or met with derision. Although it is
gaining traction in popular support and the 2016 Democratic primary is telling both in terms of
population level support for working class politics, but also the desperation of neoliberal
establishment figures such as Hilary Clinton and her supporters to maintain the status quo and
reject a labor oriented politics.This book overwhelmingly achieves its objectives in laying bare
the dangerous turn neoliberal politics has taken due to its failures, as it lurches from one



financial crisis to the next, its key actors seem more willing to court authoritarian policy
responses to shore up the weakening legitimacy of their claim to provide the best, evidence
based economic policy. Intellectual and financial elites including Paul Krugman and George
Soros have changed their position on neoliberalism, moving from cheerleaders to sounding the
alarm on the worsening social, economic and fiscal conditions resulting from the neoliberal
experiment.In a time defined by divisive identity politics citizens seem disconnected from the
most meaningful and uniting basis for a common politics of the working class. Harvey presents a
call to action to improve economic conditions for all citizens that is compellingly well researched.
I suggest you read this book and see where you stand; you may find yourself convinced of the
need for a broad based oppositional movement to oppose the elite’s profligacy and economic
mismanagement that is neoliberalism.”

wsmrer, “The Rise of Neoliberal Theory. Neoliberalism is the ruling ideology of Western
Societies (David Harvey as an Economic Geologist finds it in many corners of the world).It
springs from a small group, the Mont Pelerin Society (named after the Swiss spa where they first
met) in 1947, with Friedrich von Hayek, Ludvig von Mises, and the economist Milton Friedman
as recognized contributors. They felt the world was headed toward a centralized highly managed
regulated existence threading Freedom and Individual Rights as they saw it.In America this was
the Post-Depression, Post-War, FDR creation with Keynesian,* anti-trust and social overhead
dimensions; all features they hoped to destroy.The amazing fact is that history was very kind to
them with Margaret Thatcher in England and Ronald Reagan coming to power in the 1980’s and
sharing their believes.Those believes had been sold by individuals like Lewis F. Powell Jr. who in
1971 issued a call to the US Chamber of Commerce, and other conservative organizations and
think-tanks such asThe Business Roundtable, The Heritage Foundation, The Cato Institution,
Accuracy in Academia and the Manhattan Institute for Policy Research to counter criticism of the
free enterprise system.At the University of Chicago Milton Freedom was spreading the word.
Powell was to be appointed to the Supreme Court by President Nixon. A formidable array of
power and influence.Harvey details their impacts and views it as ‘Class Action’ a dangerous tack
for an academic by now in 2017 when “1%ters” has entered the common vocabulary likely
raises few eyebrows.This book was released in 2005 in the days of George W. Bush and
therefore does not follow the Obama administration, nor interestingly that of Clinton,** many
count both as moving Neoliberal policy in place as well; but the Republican party is the standard
bearer and Trump’s appointments and policies would cause Harvey no problem.As the critics’
note A Brief History of Neoliberalism is hard to follow in places and this is likely because Harvey
does not wish to leave any aspect of the doctrine’s impact undeveloped. At one point he issues
predictions of its damaging likelihoods, and three years later in 2008-9 Financial Crisis his
analysis is quite accurate.Skim if you wish but it is a pleasure to see how a call for ‘Freedom and
Individual Rights’ can unravel the hard won accomplishments and protective devices for
employer/employee, government/citizen, individual/self respect as the gig economy comes to



replace all that was fair and equable before, and enhances Imperial conquest as well as Harvey
so clearly describes.***For a good humanitarian treatment on current impacts of Neoliberalism
see Guy Standing, The Precariat: The New Dangerous Class.5 stars*Keynesian fiscal policy
aided an active government controlling inflation and unemployment levels. This could be
graphed with a negative relation between price levels (Demand Pull) and unemployment from
empirical data – see the Phillips curve – in the seventies ‘stagflation’ occurred with inflation and
high unemployment. Friedman used that change to argue Monetary not Fiscal policy was the
answer, bankers over pencil-pushing bureaucrats, as conservatives argued, reducing the
positive role of government. Explanations continue as to what conditions had changed but the
shift was pro-neoliberalism in effect reducing the ‘detested’ active governmental role.**Clinton’s
neoliberal package of (anti-regulatory, free-trade) economics, embracing Republican tough-on-
crime tactics, and rejecting "Big Government."; opened the door to Wall Street and other
corporate excesses (by supporting deregulation of the financial and media industries). When
Clinton left office in 2001, the United States had the highest rate of incarceration in the world.
The full consequences of neoliberalism became painfully apparent with the Wall Street Crash of
2008 and the resulting Great Recession.*** Harvey relies on others in his China section and his
sources are weak and his conclusions affected unfortunately; but he seems to see that the fit is
troublesome. The most recent treatment of the topic of neoliberalism appears in: The Corruption
of Capitalism: Why rentiers thrive and work does not pay by Guy Standing. 2017”

Patrick D., “A difficult but vital read. This is a depressing book in many ways (well, economics is
known as the dismal science) but it clarifies the aims and intentions of politicians, financiers and
bankers in the modern world. As James Callaghan said, 1979 witnessed a sea change in
government policies. Having lived through that sea change I read this book in order to
understand just what I'd actually lived through. It's an enlightening account of the economics of
modern life, for anyone with a stomach to digest it. The folly of unleashing a free-for-all is very
apparent as is the perception of who it really benefits and who is callously left to suffer
unspeakable deprivations. Unbridled desire belongs in the bordello not in the market place.
Socialism for the rich and free enterprise for the poor, the worst of all possible outcomes. That
seems to be the world we're making with neoliberalism, according to the author. Basically
another incarnation of "I'm alright, Jack". The book offers little to suggest a way forward, though,
and in keeping with the the dismal science it's hard to see one. I'm not a religious man but I'm
tempted to paraphrase the Good Book - 'store up your riches in heaven where there are no
neoliberals'.”

Doc Dionysus, “Neoliberalim unveiled. If you are interested in what's behind the intensifying
chaos across the world, read this fluently written book. With due regard to specific, concrete
realities, Harvey analyses the global economy as it has unfolded since the Reagan - Thatcher
political- legal routing of Keynes and effective ideological promotion of a very specific and



narrow notion of 'freedom'. This so-called freedom, Harvey shows, has resulted in gross
inequalities of wealth and power, emmiseration for many, and environmental degradation
amongst other externalities of the sacred process of capital accumulation. Noteworthy (in the
midst of a cornucopia of insights) are the accounts of the effects of neoliberalim on Mexico,
Argentina, Sweden, China. Harvey, crucially though, identifies a lacuna in the various analyses
of neoliberalism and it is illuminatingthe absence of a class analysis. This he supplies in outline
form and it is illuminating. Read this book!!!”

PLB, “Outstanding book. A Brief History of Neoliberalism is a short classic. Very clear, concise
and brilliantly argued with copious supporting evidence. Harvey dissects the advance of
neoliberalism from the crises of the 1970s to its triumph after the fall of the Soviet Union in the
1990s. Harvey's lectures on Marxism are justly famous for their clarity and this is also a defining
feature of his writing. Thoroughly recommended for anyone wishing to understand the politics of
contemporary world capitalism and its relationship to national states.”

Mubeen, “A must read!. I cannot recommend this book enough.This book is an eye opener, and
gives you all the information you need to understand the world.It gives you an insight of the
basics of neo-liberalism and how the world functions.Clear, succinct and brilliantly argued with
lots of evidence.And must I say, a very well written book.”

Stella, “Getting the facts right. Everyone knows the world's just not right. But very few know
exactly why. This book is a REAL eye opener, and gives you all the info you need to understand
the world you live in, including the global financial crisis, which is just a by-product of the socio-
economic system we have, and the deep psychological premises it is built on.”

The book by David Harvey has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 503 people have provided feedback.
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